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Increased integration
and more confidence in
an accurate workﬂow
In 2008, Gráfica Aquarela began a strategic transition.
The company relocated to a new 20 thousand square
meter facility located in the city of Barueri, in the
western region of Greater São Paulo. At the same
time, the printing company decided to invest in the
EFI Metrics Printware solution, to expand its services
and tap into new markets. “Aquarela was redefining its
business model. our goal was to reach new customers
and add value to existing demand”, says Moacir Pirondi,
the company’s executive director.
The need to acquire this powerful solution was a result
of plans to expand the business and also in response
to internal requests. “Many of our employees were
unhappy with the software we were using before,”
explained Pirondi. After researching and speaking
to other brands in the market, the director opted to
purchase the full EFI Metrics Printware package. The
solution’s deep integration and strong reputation were
driving factors in the company’s decision.
“Metrics is a mature software and specifically designed
for the printing industry. It’s a technology that enables
efficient integration with Aquarela’s departments. These
factors were key and the distinguishing feature at the
time of purchase”, stressed the business’s director.
With single data entry, a complete database and strong
production scheduling control, the solution improved
the satisfaction of the business’s employees and made
production more aligned and accurate. The director
says that the tasks that were previously done manually
or controlled by parallel systems are now done with
precision because of accurate, up-to-date information.
“We now have more confidence in the processes, in the
quality of the data collected and are saving a significant
amount of time”.
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From among the benefits of EFI Metrics Printware, the director of
Gráfica Aquarela highlights its ease of use and the integration of data
between departments. “When a stage of production was completed,
the information did not enter the system so that all the departments
could access it. Today, we insert a note into the software and it
generates the results in the system as a whole”, said Pirondi. The
web-based technology has enhanced and streamlined employee
communication.
In the short time that they have been using EFI Metrics Printware,
Aquarela can calculate its return on investment. The printing
company has reduced its workforce and optimized its production
process. “The office staff, which is leaner, does the same as it did
before but with much better quality”, says the director. “In general,
this return contextualizes the progress in printing throughput that
we have made with EFI Metrics Printware, yet, if we speak with the
employees who use the system for the various tasks, each one will be
able to tell you of an advantage that optimized their job”.
Among the solution’s benefits, Pirondi stresses: “We managed to
stay ahead of the competition, with a reduced PCP (production
control process) and provide accuracy in the tasks performed by
the employees by considerably reducing the margins of error.
This was only possible because we have a consolidated and
efficient technology”.

Consolidated Partnership
It has been almost 10 years since Aquarela purchased EFI Metrics
Printware and Pirondi assures that “We have a partner relationship
with EFI. The security and stability of EFI Metrics Printware,
enables us to focus on the actual processes that are important for
the company”.
Good customer service is also important in the relationship between
EFI and Aquarela. “Whenever we identify a new need, we contact our
partner to find out what solutions the business has in its portfolio that
can help us. At the moment, for example, we are contemplating some
changes and we have to make them with EFI”. Pirondi adds, “the
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Moacir Pirondi, diretor executivo da gráfica Aquarela

relationship we’ve established is a two-way street, because we have
the freedom to make suggestions to improve the solution”.
An EFI Metrics Printware system enthusiast, the executive director
ends by saying “Software is like a football referee, the less you see
of it, the better. That means that everything is running smoothly. As
a manager, today I have no concerns about losing information or
passing on information that isn’t accurate. We are very happy and
confident with this achievement”.

Comprehensive Performance
Gráfica Aquarela today has a well-equipped facility and approximately
150 employees. Founded more than 60 years ago, the company
is committed to continuous improvement. The ability to adapt to
market situations is in its DNA, which has resulted in a long history
of success and recognition in the sector, meeting the needs of
customers in all segments, from banks, to medical laboratories, to
breweries, among others.
With EFI Metrics Printware, the business is able to generate
approximately two thousand quotes per month. The solution also
enables at least 300 work orders to be produced efficiently every
month, and accurate inventory management for stock control, which
includes approximately two thousand items, without the need to
stop production. “This system drives our performance in the face
of competition with several distinguishing features in the market”,
he explained.
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More Flexibility
Designed specifically for the printing industry, EFI Metrics Printware is a powerful
solution, prepared to meet the specific and particular needs of every customer.
Among its benefits, the system is recognized for its automation, integration, control
and information visibility to support decisions quickly and accurately based on hard
facts and not deductions.

With EFI Metrics Printware, you can:
• Manage the sales and print production workflow of any printed 			
material in any segment:
editing, promotional, packaging, labels and tags, converters and 			
other security printing
• Centralize information in a single system
• Customize the user interface
• Eliminate manual tasks and automate processes
• Fully schedule production with a detailed view of each stage of 			
the process, including integration of the tasks performed by the 			
employees of the various departments
• Monitor activity reports of all departments
• Have greater flexibility in internal processes including customer care
• Align communication between all areas of the business
• Reduce waste and operating costs
• Quickly identify incidents
• Significantly reduce human error

EFI fuels success.
We develop breakthrough technologies for the manufacturing of signage, packaging,
textiles, ceramic tiles, and personalized documents, with a wide range of printers, inks, digital
front ends, and a comprehensive business and production workflow suite that transforms
and streamlines the entire production process, increasing your competitiveness and boosting
productivity. Visit www.efi.com or call 650-357-3500 for more information.
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